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Presentation Notes
Hello-- thank you for coming. I’m Claire SharifiToday I’ll be discussing our National Network of Libraries of Medicine Express Outreach Award funded project EnviRN-Evidence: Enhancing nurses’ capacity to search for environmental health evidence. �EnviRN-Evidence is a product of a multidisciplinary collaboration-- I’m a librarian, Dr. Barbara Sattler is a nurse and public health expert, Michelle Ruiz is an instructional designer and graduate student in our digital technologies for teaching and learning program, and Jaemie Abad is a newly minted nurse, a graduate of USF, and is working in a skilled nursing facility. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
EnviRN Evidence is a self-paced, online learning program intended to provide an introduction to environmental health topics and,  enhance nurses’ capacity to search for environmental health evidence, and in particular, utilize the TOXNET suite of resources.  



Nurses and environmental health: background 
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Why do nurses need to understand environmental health? The Institute of Medicine’s 1995 publication, Nursing, Health, & the Environment states that  “The environment is one of the primary determinants of individual and community health.” The text goes on to state that  “unfortunately, most health care providers, including nurses, are inadequately prepared to identify or respond appropriately to such hazards or conditions.”  This IOM publication served as a call to action of sorts, and that call to action was echoed by the 2nd edition of the ANA’s Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice which includes standard 16:  “The registered nurse practices in an environmentally safe and healthy manner” and of course in order to practice in an environmentally safe and healthy manner, you have to have some knowledge of environmental health. �



Environmental health & nursing education 

Isolated in one or two courses-- most 
commonly community public health

Not incorporated throughout the curriculum-
- assessment, evidence based practice, etc

Missing altogether from many graduate 
programs 
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So given that the IOM publication was is over 20 years old, one might expect to see widespread inclusion of environmental health content in nursing education. Unfortunately, a 2009 survey of nurse educators found that while some educational institutions had increased the presence of environmental health content in their curriculum, it was generally isolated in one course (usually community public health nursing) as opposed to being incorporated throughout students’ education. For example, assessment of environmental exposures needs to be taught in nursing assessment courses, and finding and evaluating environmental health research needs to be included in the research or evidence based practice course. I know full well that’s a pie in the sky scenario-- my instruction sessions with nursing students are so jam packed that I can’t add one more database, much less an entire suite of specialized databases like TOXNET. And even if I did somehow find time to include it, as of now, the faculty who teach EBP aren’t including any environmental health content, so I’d basically be teaching TOXNET in a bubble, and we know that’s not effective. Back to the survey results for a moment--in addition to pre-licensure education being isolated in specific courses,  the majority of graduate program faculty reported that environmental health content is not being taught in their programs at all -- so our nurses with advanced degrees are for the most part not being educated about environmental health. These are all the reason why we decided to create this program. It makes it much easier for nursing faculty to incorporate environmental health instruction. And these tutorials are not just for faculty and students-- we are partnering with the Association of Nurses for a Healthy Environment (also known as ANHE) to offer continuing education units for practicing nurses.  



EviRN-Evidence: Topics

Lead poisoning: Over 30 million U.S. homes with lead based paint

Fracking: Over 15 million Americans live within one mile of a frack site

Perchlorethylene: Over 30,000 dry cleaning establishments in the
United States

Occupational adult onset asthma in nurses: nurses are the second 
largest category of employees who are diagnosed with adult-onset 
asthma
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So let’s move on, and I’ll talk a bit about the project itself-- It will be a freely available, online, asynchronous program. There are 4 modules in the program. Each module starts with a 15-20 minute lecture on an important environmental health topic and is followed by 3 instructional screencasts on NLM databases. �The 4 topics we chose are: Lead poisoningFrackingPerchlorethylene- a chemical used in drycleaningOccupational adult onset asthma in nurses So those are our topics...



Databases Covered

TOXNET Overview

Household Products

TOXLINE

DART

Haz-Map

LactMed

Hazardous Substances Data Bank 

Tox Town 

Medline Plus

PubMed 
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The databases we cover are: (read)



Mapping topics to databases

Lead: Household Products, DART, Tox Town/MedlinePlus

Fracking: Haz-Map, Tox Town, HSDB

Perchlorethylene: TOXNET intro, TOXLINE, Haz-Map

Occupational Asthma: LactMed, Haz-Map, PubMed
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And here is how I’ve mapped the databases to the given topics. This was a little tricky-- I could have used Perchlorethylene as a great example for almost every TOXNET database, but that wouldn’t make for a very interesting tutorial, so finding the best matches between each topic and each database took a bit of time and effort.  In addition to introducing nurses to these databases, we’ve also incorporated some information literacy basics-- thingsparsing a search topic, using synonyms for search terms, looking at search details to understand how the database executed a search, using Boolean operators, truncation, even something as simple as the concept of a permalink.  We didn’t assume much in terms of past exposure or experience with databases. 



EnviRN-Evidence: Technology and Process

Captivate

Topic lectures: Powerpoint with voiceover 

Database instruction: Screencasts created with ScreenFlow 

Audit for accessibility 

Beta Testing 

Promotion 
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 We used Captivate to design and present the program. Dr Sattler's powerpoint material and voiceover narration were used to construct Captivate lectures. The database instruction screencasts were recorded using Screenflow and videos were added to Captivate lectures.We are finishing up the primary production of the lectures and instructional screencasts, and we are looking forward to our next few steps-- we are working with USF’s Student Disability Services and an outside company to have the product audited for accessibility, and then we’ll move on to Beta Testing. During beta testing we’ll be soliciting feedback from a group of nurses and librarians. We have quite a few nurses signed up as beta testers, but we don’t have very many librarians. So, if any of you are willing to be a beta tester-- it would be an hour or two of your time-- there’s a sign-up sheet here at the front of the room. After Beta testing we’ll make any needed changes, and then we’ll work on promoting the project to make sure it gets to as many current and future nurses as possible. 



Challenges and Opportunities 

Challenges & Opportunities 

First grant application/Support from PSR, increased visibility for the library

Project management, supervising, managing a budget/Support from USF’s 
Office of Contracts & Grants, professional growth
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Finally, just a quick word about challenges and opportunities. This was the first grant I’ve applied for. Overall, it’s been a very, very positive experience. It was something of a challenge just because it was a new experience, but the PSR-- the Pacific Southwest Region of the NNLM-- was incredibly supportive throughout the application process.Other challenges are just what you’d expect-- project management, managing a budget, supervising our student worker-- these aren’t things I generally do, so that was a challenge. But USF’s office of contracts and grants offered support, and the rest offered an opportunity for professional growth. 
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